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OBJECTIVE:

The prediction of hydrological responses by means of physicallybased distributed catchment models for research and engineering
purposes.
REVIEW OF PROGRESS

APRIL-OCTOBER

1991:

The research programme has continued to pursue a number of
complementary lines of investigation into physically-based
rainfall-runoff modelling, highlights of which are outlined
below. These include:2.
3.
4.

Concise nomographs for peak flow prediction
Definition of guidelines for model initial conditions
Error surface determinations
Exploratory design of partially-distributed models.

1. The IH Distributed Model (IHDM) is the main model developed
in this programme, solving numerically interlinked surface and
subsurface flow equations. Generalised procedures for the
concise and non-dimensional representation of peak discharges and
times-to-peak in relation to physical factors have been
established, and nomographs have been produced for two specific
areas as examples of use in parameter optimisation and in
discharge prediction mode.
An investigation into the appropriate specification of
initial hillslope water conditions has been completed.
Mathematical and, to a greater extent, hydrological
considerations indicate the use of appropriate 'run-in' times
before events of interest are introduced. Approximations to
initial saturated zone extent based on limited data have been
investigated, and effects of finite element mesh discretisation
taken into account.
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3. Automatic optimisation techniques have been implemented for
the IHDM, and an analysis of the error function of the model is
under investigation, the structure of such error surfaces being
in general little known. This is to be combined with an analysis
of the correlation structure of model parameters, as a potential
aid to calibration procedures.
4.
New modelling initiatives have taken the form of initial
attempts at partially-distributed formulations rather than (as
above) numerical solution of partial differential equations.
These have taken into account those elements shown in practice to
be important in the latter, whilst aiming for less complexity and
more efficient run times. These models may be seen as time-area
formulations with spatially and temporally different
distributions. Key problems at present are the use of a
manageable number of parameters, details of continuity and the
apparent unsuitability of some standard optimisation procedures.

Future strategies seen at present as important include (i) the
further exploration of partially-distributed physically-based
methodologies, (ii) the planned feasibility studies of the use of
the p.d.e.-type model in slope stability studies via the
prediction of pore water distributions, and (iii) discussion of
the role of and modifications to physically-based modelling in meeting the current widespread interest in environmental impact
assessment via large scale hydrological modelling.
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Effects of 5patially-Distributed

Rainfall

on Runoff for a Conceptual Catchment
•
L.G. Watts and A. Calver
Institute

of Hydrology,

Wallingford,

U.K.

•
is

I

A physically-based rainfall-runoff model is used to investigate effects
of moving
storms on the runoff hydrograph of throughflow dominated idealised
catchments. Simulations are undertaken varying the storm speed, direction,
intensity, the part of the catchment affected by rainfall, and the spatial definition
of
rainfall zones. For a 100 km2 catchment, under the circumstances
investigated,
an efficient spatial resolution of rainfall data is around 2.5 km along
the path of
the storm. Storms moving downstream produce earlier, higher peaks
than do
storms moving upstream. Error is most likely to be introduced into
lumpedrainfall prcdictions for slower storm speeds, and the likely direction
of this
error can be specified. Differences in magnitude of peak response
between
downstream and upstream storm directions ieach a maximum at a storm
speed
and direction similar to the average peak channel velocity. These
results are
qualitatively similar to those reported for overland flow dominated catchmen
ts,
but differences in peak runoff between downstream and upstream storm
directions are much smaller where rainfall inputs are modified by a period
of hillslope throughflow.

Introduction
Distributed
rainfall - runoff models offer the facility of incorporating
precipitation
fields which vary over time and space This paper uses a
physically-based distributed rainfall - runoff model to investigate
systematically thc effects of moving
storm rainfall on thc catchment
hydrograph.
Attention
is focussed on conditions

•
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under
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hydrographs

bccomes lateral

parameters
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input
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partly

partly
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because of the practical

tive to variations

response

in rainfall.

on the effects

for the efficient

that

there

incorpo-

are few

response.

or overland

flow

to urban

of an urban catchment

previ-

dominated

storm

catch-

drainage

is considered

on throughflow

studies

Further,

study addresses the paucity

characteristics

subse-

effects of storm

applications.

on runoff

importance

The present

of storm

suggcsted

reported

of urban
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Hydrological

in modelling

characteristics

exclusively

because the rapid

studies
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Wheater

the effects of storm

by throughflow,

nctwork.

precipitation

quantifying
ments,

are generated

to a channel

and

most sensi-

of quantitative

dominated

catch-

ments.
The effccts
studied

of storm characteristics

using mathematical

Katashaya

and Whcater

models

on channel
of synthetic

nctwork

hydrographs

catchments

1985) and of real catchments

have been

(for example,

(Niemczynowiez

Ngirane1988), and

laboratory
models (for example, Shen et al. 1974). Ngirane-Katashaya
and Wheater (1985) used a distributed
runoff model with an idealised urban network to study
the effects of storm velocity, catchment
area, storm direction and response paramcters

on thc runoff

the only
from

treatment

a subarea

hydrograph.
of storage

experiencing

model

with an impervious

velocity

and non-uniform

Surkan

(1974) examined

was by a specified
rainfall.

Shen et at

basin to cxamine
areal

delay
(1974)

the effects

distribution

a non-urban model, but
time for release of water

of rainfall

developed

a laboratory

of thc intensity,
together

duration,

with catchment

size, shape and slope. The main finding of all these studies was that peak discharge
a storm moving downstream
exceeds that from a storm moving upstream, but
that thc degree of this "maximal
directional
bias" (Niemczynowicz
1984) varies
greatly between studies depending
on catchment
characteristics.
Niemczynowicz
(1988), using data from the Lund area of Sweden, stressed the benefits of using
from

storm

movement

versely,

parameters

the problems

to complement

in not incorporating

inadequate

rainfall

data and,

con-

such information.

Mothodology
Model Description
The model

used in the present investigations

buted

Model

et aL

(1987).

numerically

(111DM).

Essentially,
for appropriate

of a catchment.
•
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Details

of the structure

surface

is the Institute

and subsurfacc

spatially-distributed

of Hydrology

of this model are provided
equations

hillslope

of

flow

Distri-

by Beven
arc

solved

and channel components

Spatially-Distributed
•
Effective
overland
hydraulic
unsaturated

Rainfall-Runoff

Modelling

becomes
componcnt
hillslope
on a catchment
dent
time-depen
the
on
flow or enters soil moisture storage depending
and watcr content of the surface soil layers. Saturated and
conductivity
subsurface flow occur in a Darcian manncr. Taking into account mass
precipitation

thcn

conservation,

ae —a tk
at - ax

falling

x

at ) - - 3- 0(z
3z
as

it
3z 1- 0

(I)

source and sink terms, where x is the horizontal
(above an arbitrary
distance from the drainage divide, z is the vertical elevation
soil water content and
datum), t is time, $ is hydraulic potential, 0 is the volumetric
With 0 exrespectively.
in the x, z dircctions
k,, k, arc hydraulic conductivities
finite
Galerkin
a
using
cp
for
y
numericall
solved
is
pressed in terms of cl), Eq. (1)
stepping
time
differencc
finite
a
element method in the two spacc dimensions and
to the channel network from hillslope flow are calcuscheme. Lateral contributions
of Lynch (1984).
lated from thc potential excess over saturation using the method
and any upn
precipitatio
channel
inflow,
lateral
this
Channel flow, comprising
Thus
wave.
stream input, is modelled as a kincmatic

for unit width

aQ. c123y
at
•

of hillslope,

without

(2)

ez: a 0

i the lateral inflow
y is down channel-distance,
defined by
velocity,
wave
length, and c is the kinematic
rate per unit down-channel
arca of flow. Eq. (2) is solved by a finitc
dQ/dA, where A is cross-sectional
hillslope and channel
into appropriate
divided
arc
scheme. Catchments
difference
sequence.
m
downstrea
a
in
undertaken
and the calculations
components
for unit width,

where Q is discharge,

Catchment Geometry and Physical Parameters
was tested for the
rainfall
of the model to spatially-distributed
The sensitivity
distance up
between
p
relationshi
the
which
in
idealised channel network of Fig. la
g
contributin
of
number
the
and
point
from the outflow
network
the channel
was
it
costs,
n
channels at that distance is close to linear. To reduce computatio
from two hillslopes of identical
assumed that each channel received contributions
zones
assigned to different
werc
s
distribution
rainfall
Since different
geometry.
simulahillslopc
one
just
of
use
the
allowed
this
within the catchmcnt (sec below),
tion to represent each distinct rainfall zone.
by referThe dimensions of the hillslope components of the model were defined
reachcs in an assumed 100 km2 drainage
in length along thc channel and 1,136 m
m
1,000
area: each hillslope plane was
using 6
from channel to divide with a gradient of 0.09. The plane was discretised
was
dimension
element
The vertical
and 308 nodes horizontally.
nodes vertically
1.1,
ratio
with
increased,
element dimensions
The horizontal
0.2 m throughout.
dividc.
from 0.2 m near the channel to a maximum of 4.0 m towards the

ence to the numbcr

of similar

channel
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Fig. I. a) Channel network.
This

scale is one at which

different

significant

parts of the catchment

a substantial
storm,

proportion

differences

may be expected,

of the catchment

such that hillslopes

ly providing

b) Modified

a bascflow

are involved
contribution

channel network.

in the time

whilst

is likely

of response

of

also being a scale at which

to be subject

to a particular

in hydrograph

generation

rather than mere-

to a channel

floodwave

routed

through

a

network.
Investigation

of effects of storm

values of physical

properties

ate, in a concise study,
representative

of hillslopes

to concentrate

of humid

basis of general

temperatc

hydrological

using the IHDM

modelling

characteristics

The soil was assumed

to be uniform

characteristic
potential

(Clapp

and Hornberger

1978).

and in model

has been seen to be very
hydraulic

conductivity

0.1 and LO m hr-':

sensitive

with

bedrock.

defined

parameter

information

Calver

in physical

Saturated

calibration,

were employed,

non-extreme

and relationship

were

for a range of

It was telt most approprivalues,

These values were selected on the

together

impermeable

unsaturated
measurement

on typical,

landscapes.

experience

and the soil moisture
pressure

and channels.

(see, for example,

depth of 1.0 m and to overlie

can be undertaken

from previous

1988).

properties,

to have a constant

A porosity

of 0.4 was assumed

of hydraulic

conductivity

as those of a medium

texture

to
loam

hydraulic
conductivity
k, can vary, in
over a very large range. Since the model

to this
varying

parameter,

two values

by an ordcr

these values of k, were applied

of saturated

of magnitude,

namely

in both x and z directions.

The

•
•
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Spatially-Distributed

Rainfall-Runoff

Modelling

•
initial

pressure

potential

which defined
tivity

of approximately

in time

on thc hillslope

an initial

water content
one third

was allowed

was sct everywhere

of 36 % by volume

value. Sufficient

of the saturated

for the establishment

at —0.3 m water,

and a hydraulic

of steady

conduc-

simulation

numerical

run-

and hydrological

conditions.
The

lengths

network

of channel

configuration.

a 1,000 m length.

reaches

Channel

was rectangular

and their

linkages

Each channel was discretised

with

slope was standardised

a width

followed

from

the overall

by 51 equidistant

nodes along

at 0.02, the channel

of 1.0 m, and the rating

curve

cross-section

was of the form

Q • r s°.5 A 1.5

( 3)

where s is slope and r a roughness
range of distharge

of interest

here set at 50,000 hrl.

coefficient,

here this is equivalent

Over

the

n value of

to a Manning's

0.035.
•
Storm Characteristics
For a given
Intensities
United

storm
were

Kingdom,

intensity

a constant
taken

a I hr duration

of 0.02 m hr-1

prcsent

study

Storm

duration
with

conds duration,

as explained

In a study of storms
storms

For these reasons,
The

present

zones of like
zonation
placing

smaller

Kingdom,

of rainfall

to storm

of effects

1975). For the
were considered.

where

Time

Marshall

duration

was

steps were of 50 se-

for subsequent

of

in this

at high storm speeds.

were investigated.
of a catchment

to reasonably

subdivision

an equal

to cach zone. Storm

that 86%

and confirmed

of subdivision

scheme,

direction,

(1980) found

decreases

necessary

of spatially

Plan dimensions

time step was utilised
to rainfall

distributed

arca of 1 km2 for which

zones of the small catchment,

represent

into
real

was on the basis of

number

movement

of plane and channel
was simulated

zones with rcspcct
rainfall

subdivision

in this case were reduced
by the travel

by dis-

to the time of

was also performed

on a

into 2 zones was thought
by a factor

time between

of 10. A model

the centres of the 2

5(X) m apart, for the fast storm of 10 m s-I. This small
catchment
areas from the onset of rainfall. Flow-

for both

a larger time step of 0.5 hr was sufficient
5

•
•

Council

It is intuitive,

the degree

time step of 50 seconds was dictated

ever, prior

much of the

for the first zone.

catchment

sufficient.

rainfall.

to storm direction

the time of onset of rainfall
arrival

For

of 5 years has a typical

steps except

speeds of 1, 2 and 10 m CI

being assigned

An analysis

total

In each zonation

perpendicular

period

Rcscarch

to 100 timc

16.7 m s,

investigated

time-distribution

charactcristics.

components
storm

storm

precipitation.

duration.

below.

in the United
of runoff

study

for a particular

0.002 and 0.02 m hr-I

constant

had speeds of less than

study, that sensitivity

storm

between

as equal

to ensure

effective

Environment

varying

was taken

intensity

was maintained

storm with a return

(Natural

intensities

varied

intensity

as representing
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Results
Hillslope Water Content and
Hydrograph Response
For the 100 km' catchment,
the storm of 0.002 m hr-I
intensity and 100 time step
of 50 seconds duration prom
s
otes a rise from 0.27 to
0.30 m in the depth of satu
tion at the base of the soil
raprofile. In thc case of k,
= 0.1 in hr-I, total water storage
on the hillslope increases
slightly over the course of
the simulation:
for the it, = 1.0
m hr-I case, which prom
otes greater dischargcs,
overall slope water content
creases slightly.
deFig. 2 shows the hydrogra
phs
at the network
outflow point for thc k,
= 0.1 in
hr-I casc with the 1 m s-I
storm speed. The high base
flow
com
pon
ent,
typiz
subsurface
al of
flow dominated
catchments,
is apparent.
The k, = 1.0 m hr-I
generated a baseflow of
case
4,487 in' hr-1. The rainfall-i
nduced
rise in the hydrograph
occurs first for the upstrcam
storm direction,
due to proximity
to the outflow point
of the earliest rainfall and
lastly for the downstream
storm dircction
because rainfall begins at the furthest
point from thc outflow.
Discretisation
In order

of Catchment Rainfall
to establish an appropriate

number
6

9

of zones required

for spatially-distri-

Modelling

Rainfall-Runoff

Spatially-Distributed
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peak tpk and pcak

the rainfall

considering
storm

slower

of I m s-1, with 0.002 m hr-1 intensity
larger

generates

which
number

of zones increases,

Peaks for the downstream

for both

from

storage.

of 4 zones provides
quent

promotes

conductivity

hillslope

simulations

as peaks generated

the rapid

values as thc
directions.

storm

and higher

because thc
arrives in

by rain falling

than for k, = OA m hr-1 because

removal

volume

of a greater

These results suggest that for this sizc of catchment

an efficient

representation

were thus performed

of thc tracking

of a storm.

using the 4 zones scheme.
7

10

in the

and thus flows are augmented.

are occurring,
and higher

storms.

constant

part of the catchmcnt

in the upstream

Peaks for k, = 1.0 m hr-1 arc earlier
the higher

and 100 time steps duration,

arc both earlier

direction

storm

part of the catchment

downstream

in Fig. 3 for the

and upstream

downstream

of the catchment

part

the downstream

of gravity of thc

to approach

tend

of peaks

by rain falling

flow peak generated

the centre

in to and Qpk than the faster

differences

and timing

magnitude

The

Results

1, 2, 4 and I I

into

are presented

as the time from

in all zones.

the time to

to determine

subdivisions

Qpk for catchment

discharge

zones. The time to peak was defined
storm,

werc performed

simulations

represcntation,

buted rainfall

of water
the use
Subse-
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Fig 4 Effects of storm velocity on peak discharge
and time to peak
vertical axes indicate lumped rainfall results.

Arrows against

Effects of Storm Velocity

Fig. 4 shows the effect of storm velocity on to and
Qs. As storm speed increases,
the differences in to and Qo between downstream
and upstream storm directions
decrease and converge on the results of the 1
zone simulations of catchmentlumped rainfall.
For k, = 1.0 m hr-', a greatcr diffcrence in Qp4
between upstream and downstream storm directions occurs for the 2 m 5-1 storm
compared with either the 1 m
or 10 m s storm speeds. The 2 m
storm produced a mean cross-sectional
velocity, averaged down the main channel, of around
2.1 m CI. For k, = 0.1 m
hC', the greatest difference in Qs between upstre
am and downstream storm directions occurs for a storm speed less than 1 m s
(Fig. 4). A further simulation
showed that a 0.5 m s-1 storm generated an averag
ed peak in mean cross-sectional
velocity down the main channel of around 0.54 m
s. These results suggest that a
storm speed which promotes a large difference
between peaks generated by up8
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Spatially-Distributed
•

stream

and downstream

channel

velocity.

Niemczynowicz
On the smaller

catchment

there was little

stream

comparcd

the effect

For the 1 ms
storm

differences

in magnitude

directional

to the average

bias"

referred

area of 1 km2, for the 1 m s-I storm

difference

was modified

a given

is similar

is the "maximal

in to and negligible

with upstream

To investigate
lb).

directions

effect

Modelling

to by

(1984).

values,

network

storm

This

Rainfall-Runoff

storm

directions.

of a different

network

by repositioning

storm,

dircction

channels

almost

in tpk and Qp.k between

on model
closer

results,

an order

storm

point

(Fig.

the two networks

of magnitude

directions

the original

to the outflow

in tpk and Qs between

differences
were

and for both k,
in Qrk for down-

difference

for either

smaller

for

than

the

network.

•

Effects of Storm Intensity
Fig. 5 shows results of investigating
rainfall,

using the 1 m s-I storm

different

storm

directions.

in the previous
whereas

cffects
velocity

total

simulations

whilst

intensity

Fig. 5a suggests a maximum
downstream

storm

peak is little

altered

directions

whilst

differences

for

total is maintained

as

duration

are changed,

intensity

and therefore

the intensity

intensity

storm

is associated
storm

with

directions

a roughly

directions

over

the two hydraulic

towards

greater
this limit

ly low rainfall

under conditions

intensity

and
to

an increase in peak discharge

at

Differences

are increased

constant

the range

conductivity

ratcs of water

timc to peak response:
conductivity

at a decreasupstream

range. Time

ratc over the range considered.

between

on the trend

over

between

intcnsity.

and downstream

and downstream

is approached

in peak flow

are maintained

by varying

increasing

for upstream

Differences

sity. The time to peak maintains
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total

variation
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100 timc
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the timing
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steps)
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to network
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across a catchment
and duration
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orientation

of an event

The same intensity
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the particular

the catchment
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was investigated.

velocity.
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and storm

direction

compared
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in a variety
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of locations
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earlier

simulations,
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Fig. 5. Effects of rainfall intensities on peak discharg
e and time to peak.
a) Constant rainfall total. h) Constant rainfall duration
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hillslope

discharge

The rise above

hydrograph
baseflow

half the rise for storms affecting
half-catchment
either

earlier

is unchanged

for storms

for those areas which receive rainfall.
half thc catchment is a little over
catchrnent. Timing of peak is earlier for

affecting

the whole

storms

than whole-catchment
storms for k, = 1.0 m hr-' and is
or later for k, = 0.1 m hr.', depending on which half of the catchmen
t

is affected.
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For storms affecting half of the catchmcnt
(Fig. 6), downstream
storm directions
(cases I and 2) promote higher pcaks
than do upstream storm directions (cases
6
and 7). Thc different
distribution
of channel links to the main channel in
central
and side halves does not produce a simple
relationship
between position of halfcatchment
receiving
rain and the magnitude
of the peak response. The crosscatchment
storm direction shows peak dischargcs
intermediate
between upstream
and downstream
storm directions for central and upper-catchm
ent
halves (cases 3
and 4), but for the lower-catchment
half (case 5) the peak flow is very similar
to the
upstrcam storm direction
case. A small increase in peak is noted
for storm locations further from the catchment outfall
because augmentation
of peak flows from
each of the four rainfall zones occurs for
the upper-catchment
rainfall case but not
for the lower-catchment
rainfall case.
The timc to peak discharge for thc half-ca
tchment
storms is shorter for downstream than upstream storm dircctions,
as with the full-catchment
storms, and
times to peak for k, = 0.1 m hr-1 are
generally longer than for k, = 1.0
m hr-1.
For a given storm dircction,
the central half cases consistently
produce slightly
quicker
responses than the side halves because
of the more numerous shorter
routes to the main channel in the former
casc. For the cross-catchment
storm
dircction,
times to peak vary considerably
with the location
of the 50% of the
catchment
receiving rain since there are greater differc
nccs
in channel linkages to
thc catchment outfall for the cross-catchm
ent
storm direction
than for the upstream
or downstream
storm directions.

Concluding

Remarks

The

key findings of this study are summarised
below, bearing in mind that any
investigation
using a specific model and specific param
eter
values should acknowledge limitations
on the generality
of its conclusions.
For thc 100 km2 drainage arca considered,
peak discharge for the downstream
storm direction
was earlier and higher than for the upstre
am storm dircction,
with
the cross-catchment
storm directions generating intermediatt
results. Qualitatively, directional
differences
were maintained
over a range of intensities
and precipitation totals. For storms occurring on
only part of the catchment,
the same trends
were seen, but with complications
introduced
by the particular
area of catchment
concerned.
For a 0.002 m hr-1 storm of 1.4 hr duratio
n the maximum
difference
in storm
hydrograph
rise above baseflow between upstream
and downstream
storm directions occurred at a storm speed of 0.5
m s-1 and gave a 22 % difference
(expressed
as a percentage of upstream storm directi
on rise) for thc lower hydraulic conductivity case (k, = 0.1 in hr-1). For the
higher conductivity
(k, = 1.0 m hr-1) and
12
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generally higher flow case, the corrcsponding storm speed was 1.0 m s' and the
difference was 29 %. As storm speed increased, peak and time to peak values
converged towards values obtained for the catchment-lumped rainfall case. The
differences between upstream and downstream storm dircctions are much lower
than for most overland flow dominated studies: though the results are qualitatively
similar, precipitation variability is considerably filtered by subsurfacc hillslope
flow.
For a 1 km2 catchment the above effects of distributed prccipitation are very
greatly reduced. It may bc expected in general that storm characteristics have more
scope for affecting the runoff hydrograph in larger catchments, though there would
appear to be a limit to this process at a scale at which only a small part of a
catchment is likely to bc directly affected by the rainstorm.
If distributed prccipitation data are not available in runoff prediction and catchment-lumped data are used, error is most likely to arise in the casc of the lower
storm speeds. For the case of the lumped data being of the same precipitation
intensity and same total catchment rainfall, the dircction of error is most likely to
be an underprediction of peak discharge and ovcrprediction of time to peak in the
case of storms moving downstrcam, and an ovcrprediction of peak discharge and
underprediction of time to peak for upstream or cross-catchrnent storm directions.
It is appreciatcd that variations in catchment gcometry and physical parameters
may in cascs outweigh thesc considerations.
For convective rainfall, the finest available definition of rainfall may be desirable
for modelling. For the scale, hydrological environment and frontal regimes considered here, it appears desirable to take account of distributed rainfall data at a
resolution of about 2.5 km in the direction of storm movement. There is not a great
deal of predictive gain, and there may be considerable disadvantage in computational effort, to include precipitation data to a finer resolution for catchmcnts at
this scale. Since a 2 km grid resolution is commonly used for deriving rainfall data
from radar measurement, these investigations underline the potential benefit of
complementing hydrograph prediction using physically-based models with radarderived precipitation fields.
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Due to the large number of model parameters requiring calibration and their inherent uncertainly.
the practical application of physically based hydrologic models is not a straightforward
task and yet
has received inadequate attention in the literature. This work investigates the determination
and
usefulness of a measure of predictive uncertainty in a particular distributed physically based model.
using the methods of Rosenblueth (1975) and Monte Carlo simulation, in an application to an upland
catchment in Wales. An examination of the role of predictive uncertainty in assessing the hydrological
effect of land use change is also made. The results of the study suggest that, even following parameter
constraint through calibration, the predictive uncertainly may be high and can be sensitive to the
effects of land use change.
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Fig. I. Calibrated and observed outflow rates for storm 2.
Dashed line indicates model prediction, solid line indicates observed
hydrogra ph.
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is deemed inadequate
in this context,
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in excess of 1000 years is indicated.
Stage
estimates
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at the height of the event hut peak flow near the
flume was estimated
by a slope-area method as 16.87 m3 s-I
[Newsom
1975). This estimate assumed some overbank
as
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which

as channel

flow.

This is not overbank
flow in the sense
a flood plain but flow against the lower pan
of hillslopes abutting the channel. No adjustments
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therefore,
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of the simulated
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method requires 21" simulations,
where m is the number of
parameters.
and thus usually
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computer
time than the Monte Carlo approach.
where several hundred simulations
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be necessary.
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Fig. 3. Predictive uncertainty for storm I using Monte Carlo
simulation. Solid line indicates observed flow, dashed lines indicate
5% and 95% simulation limits
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Fig. 2. (a) Hourly rainfall distribution for storm I. (b) Predictive uncertainty using Monte Carlo simulation (c) Predictive uncer.
tainty using Rosenblueth's method. Solid line indicates mean flow,
dashed lines indicate mean =2 standard deviations.

predictive uncertainty for both methods. The Rosenblueth
method estimates, for every time step, a mean and variance
for the predicted responses. The Monte Carlo simulations
can be analyzed to yield the same information. The uncertainties shown in Figurc 2 are based on these estimates.
There is an implicit assumption in such an analysis that the
distribution of the unccrtain responses is normal at all timc
steps. The Monte Carlo simulations suggest that the assumption of normality is not justified for these simulations. One
result of this, is that the calculated lower 95% confidence
limit (-2 standard deviations) will often be negative. To
avoid this problem, the range of predictions in the remainder
of this section have been calculated based on the rejection of
the upper and lower 5% of the simulations,
rather than using
variance estimation which assumes knowledge of thc distribution of responses.
Figures 3 and 4 show the predicted
range and observed
responses calculated on this basis for events 1 and 3,
respectively. As events 1-5 are treated as calibration events
one would hope that the predictive range of outflows envelopes the observed hydrograph. This, however, was not seen
to be true throughout the entire simulation period for the two
storms considered (events 1 and 3).
It should perhaps bc pointed out at this stage that it i%
recognized that the observed flow is also associated with
somc degree of uncertainty. Thc measurement error for the
Gwy flows is unknown, but may be of the order of 5- 10% for
all but the most

extreme

flow

conditions.

Pragmatism

that

lo
Immthr)
4
2

11,

0
Ft•intall
4

2

dic-

the quality-checked
flow data for the
catchment as the best available estimate.
The time variability of the distribution of catchment outflows computed by thc Monte Carlo simulations is shown in
Figure 5 for event 3. At the time of peak of the mean flow the
distribution
is highly skewed, whereas at the cnd of the
tates

simulation the distribution is reasonably symmetrical. The
skewness is thought to reflect a tendency toward a maximum
predictable runoff intensity for a particular rainstorm. Similar behavior was observed for all events considered and
serves to support the use of 5 and 95 percentile limits as
described above.
Storms 6 and 7 were considered as validation events and
were within the range of magnitudes of the calibration
events. Figures 6 and 7 show the 5% and 95% limits of the
Monte Carlo simulations for events 6 and 7, respectively,
together with the observed hydrographs. For both events the
observed responses lie within the uncertainty envelope for a
great proportion of the simulation period, thc magnitude of
any discrepancies being minimal. It is interesting to note,
however, the position of the observed h ydrograph relat ive to
the uncertainty bounds for event 6. On the rcccssion limb the
observed response is similar to the lower uncertainty
bounds, whereas during the rising limbs of thc hydrograph
the upper uncertainty limits arc more characteristic of the
observed flow. Similar behavior can be seen for the calibration events I and 3 in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, and
reinforces the need for incorporating a predictive uncer-
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Fig. 4. Predictive uncertainty for storm 3 using Monte Carlo
simulation. Solid line indicates observed flow, dashed lines indicate
5% and 95% simulation limits.
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Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of predicted outflow rates for
event 3 (a) at time of peak mean flow ratc and (b) at cnd of
simulation period.

tainty framework within any physically based modeling
methodology.
As can be seen from Table I. storm 8 has a considerably
higher peak flow than the events used for the calibration
sequence and thus provides a more stringent validation test
than the hydrographs of storms 6 and 7 . Although measurements of catchment outflow are not available for the entire
period of storm 8, the data obtaincd describe the main period
of interest inadequately, including the peak flow rate. Figure
8 shows the position of the observed hydrograph in relation
to the predictive uncertainty bounds. Thc observed flow
rates compare favorably with the predictive range, particularly in respect of the limited number of the calibrated
sequence of events. As noted earlier, the observed outflow
tends to be closer to the lower uncertainty hound during the

EFFECT OF

LAND

USE

CHANGE

ON

PREDICTIVE

UNCERTAINTY

The Gwy catchmcnt experiment is part of a long-term
study carried out by the Institute of Hydrology into the
effects of afforestation and deforestation on hydrological
responses [see Calder and Neiman, 1979]. Here, wc address
the problem of attempting to predict the effect of afforestation on the grassland Gwy catchment. Many catchment
characteristics change as a result of afforestation, particularly where the planting of trees is associated with artificial
drainage and road building. as is common in upland Britain.
It is difficult to assess the effect of such changes on (he
parameters of a physically based model a priori, but it should
he expected that the uncertainty bounds associated with the
predictions should incrcase, relative to predictions for a
calibrated catchment. The question that then arises is
whether the predicted effects of land use change are statistically significant, within the limits of predictive uncertainty.
The sensitivity
of uncertainty in predictions from the
IHDM to land usc characteristics was investigated by per-
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5% and 95% simulation limits.
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Fig. 10. Predictive uncertainty for storm 3 on forested catchment. (a) Hourly rainfall distribution data. (hI Mean flow (solid line)
and 5% and 95% percent limits (dashed lines). (c) Ninety percent
limits expressed relative to mean flow.
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DiscussioN
In a previous
in hydrology,

review

of the tne of physically

Beven[19891

advocated

such models

must

be associated

uncertainty.

This

study

study

and

exploration

with

based models
that the predictions
of

estimates

has been in many
of

the

techniques

of predictive

ways

a feasibility

for

uncertainty
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estimation

and their use in evaluating
the medictions
of such
It is clear that we arc still limited by the computa
(tonal
requirements
of such models.
both in parameter
calibration
and Monte Carlo uncertainty
calculations.
However, as computers
become faster and cheaper.
thc Monte
Carlo method may become more competitive
as an operational technique.
It is also well suited to use with parallel
models.

processing

computing
systems which will allow tens (or even
of runs of the model for the Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis to be made concurrently.
The Monte Carlo
simulations
presented
herc were performed
on the 80-node
transputer-based
Meiko
computing
surface
at Lancaster
University.
hundreds)

The results

of this study

suggest

that we should

expect

the

uncertainty

bounds for physically
based models to be quite
even when parameter
values have been constrained
by
calibration.
It has been shown that the Rosenblueth
method
allows a reasonable
first estimation
of thc uncertainty
limits
on the basis of a small number of simulation
runs, but the
Monte
Carlo method
may be preferable
if details of the
distribution
of responses
arc required,
in particular
where
that distribution
may be expected
to bc highly skewed.
The study of the effects of land use change reported
above
raiscs a number of interesting
questions.
It has been shown
that, for the prediction
of storm responses alone, changes in
thc predicted
hydrographs
resulting from changes in land use
are, for the case of this catchment.
large. However,
this
sensitivity
is mainly due to changes in the initial conditions
likely to result after land use change. The results,
therefore,
emphasize
the importance
of suitable
parameter
estimates
and ranges
if one is to predict
the effect
of changing
catchment
characteristics.
widc,

411

An interesting
uncertainties

problem

associated

thc predictions

arising
with

both

from

this is. How can thc
the calibration
period and
be constrained"
Two strat-

following
change
distinguished.
For thc case of the model
calibration,
it may be possible
to constrain
the estimated
uncertainty
ranges by incorporating
more observed data into
the calibration
procedure.
A longer
period
of observed
discharges,
observations
of parameter
values, and observations of internal
state variables
(such as water (able levels)
may all be useful in constraining
uncertainty.
An important
point to note in this respect,
however,
is that it may be
difficult
to make use of parameter
and internal
state measurements
that arc of a very different
scale from the grid
scale of the model.
How far the estimated
uncertainties
could be constrained
in the Gwy predictions,
given that they
already do not always encompass
thc observed
discharges
for either calibration
or validation
storms.
would make an
interesting
further study.
The present study does not negate certain advantag
es
of
the IIIDM
in providing
a deterministic
framework
to assess
the direction
and relative magnitude
of changes in hydrological response resulting
from physical
catchment
changes. It
is certain that in many cases, the magnitude
of such changes
will be greater than those investigated
here and may prove
significant
in relation
to uncertainty
bounds.
It is worth
emphasizing,
however,
that in many cases it will be difficult
to assess the effect of a land use change on the
appropriate
model predictions.
and that such predictions
should always
be accompanied
by a proper study of the associated
uncertainties.
Our aim hcrc has been to outline
a procedure
by
egics

can

be
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which this might be achieved and look at the implicatio
ns
for
one particular
casc study.
We would suggest that, in predicting
the effects of land usc
change
a priori,
a realistic
estimate
of uncertainty
will
generally
bc high. It will only be possible to constrain
those
uncertainties
by comparing
the model predictions
with observations
as the change takes place. In this way forward
predictions
of change may become gradually
more reliable.
This argues for a continuing
conjunctive
use of modeling and
field measurement
where significant
land usc changes are
being considered.
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Slope discharge
the Buckingham

and its controlling
variables are defined in a non dimensional setting using
a theorem. The method is general, although in this ease data arc drawn
from numerical modelling of linked surface and subsurface flow equations, covering variably
saturated
throughflow
and both infiltration-excess
and saturation-excess
overland
flow.
Nomographs
arc presented
which can be used in a straightforward
manner for discharge
prediction
or for parameter
optimization.
Two field examples arc described in these contexts.

III
III

Notation
A
h
D

cross-sectional
area of overland
flow
exponent
in overland
flow rating curve
depth of permeable
hillslopc material
surface roughness coefficient
horizontal
length of hillslopc

I
L

k

hydraulic conductivity of slope material
value of k at saturation
discharge per unit width of hillslopc
hillslope baseflow discharge per unit width
peak value of hillslope discharge per unit width
rainfall rate
slope
time
time to peak discharge from beginning of rainfall
duration
of rainfall
width of hillslope

k,

Q
Q.
Q,

5

s
r
tr,
r,
w

0
0,
a,

n,

tfr

5

volumetric
water content of slope material
saturated
value of 0, i.c. porosity
dimensionless
parameters
of Buckingham
theorem
pressure potential
initial value of ttr

Introduction
There is often a requirement
for the simple and systematic presentation
of hydrological data, whether observed or modelled, for purposes of rapid estimation. This
may be considered
particularly
to be the casc whcn the data are derived from
complex models dealing with many parameters and using relatively long computer
processing times. The expression of a hydrological
problem, or indeed many other
physical phenomena, in non-dimensional
terms allows some degree of reduction in
Written

discussion

closes

IS November

1991, for further

details

see p.
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parameter numbers and, importantly,
facilitates the concise presentation
of information on comprehensive
ranges of situations.
The basic methodology
of this Paper is specific neither to the physical
situation
nor to the method of deriving
data. It is developed,
however, in the
context of discharge from hillslopes and small catchments
for individual
rainfall
events, with data derived from numerical solutions of linked surface and subsurface
flow equations. A major advantage of such modelling
is its physical basis; one of
its drawbacks, which the Authors aim to alleviate here, is the complexity
of its use.
Thc methodology
of the establishment
of the relevant non-dimensional
parameters
is described, together with the derivation
of modelled data. General
results are presented to demonstrate
a concise and comprehensive
format, and two
particular
field examples are discussed to demonstrate
the types of use of this
approach in hydrological
practice.

Methodology
Establishment of non-dimensional
parameters
It is supposed that there is a dimensionally
homogeneous
(and hence unit
free) physical law giving the discharge
per unit width Q at the bottom of the
hillslope in terms of the time t, the duration
of the rainfall r,, the rate of rainfall r
(this is taken as the effective precipitation,
after evaporation
and interception),
the
saturated
hydraulic
conductivity
k,, the length L and depth D of the subsurface
region, the initial value clti, of the pressure potential slt throughout
the region, thc
slope s. the porosity 0, and the surface roughness f It is also supposed that there is
a free seepage face at the bottom of the slope, and the parameters which determine
the non-linear
variation
of k/k, and 0/0, with respect to
in the unsaturated
zone
are left fixed in this paper.
The Buckingham
Pi theorem'
states that this physical law is equivalent to
an equation expressed only in dimensionless
quantities. All thc physical quantities
involved can be expressed in the basic dimensions
of length I and time t: r has
dimension
r, t, has I,. has IC
k, has It-1. L has I, —ohn has
Q has 121 I, and f
has In'
(from the relationship
of Q =fsing,
where A is the cross-sectional
area of the overland flow). Disrcgarding
/7, s and 0,, which arc already dimensionless, leaves the nine quantities
Q, t, ç. r, k„
D, (11.,and f which arc functions of
length and time.
In general. for n quantities
which arc functions
of in dimensions,
a set of
(n-m) independent
dimensionless
quantiti6s
can be found in terms of which the
physical law can be expressed. Hence, in this problem, there arc seven such dimensionless quantities. Similar considerations
are, of course, employed in the design of
scaled models (see. for example. Yalin').
There are many ways of choosing these dimensionless
quantities
but they
must be independent,
in the sense of no functional
relationship
between the
parameters
themselves.
Using thc Buckingham
Pi notation,
al. n, ,... for the
dimensionless
parameters,
it seems natural to take n, = t/t, (to relate the two
times), n, = L/D (to scale the subsurface
regions), n3 =
cle„ID (keeping the
parameters
always positive:
it also seems natural
to link —0,, with the depth
rather than the length). After some experiment,
the most convenient choice for the
other parameters has been taken as n, = Q/rl. (relating the discharge to the rate at
which water arrives on thc whole length of slope), n, = nfL
(the amount of rain
per unit length of slope), jt , = r/k, (another ratio of two like quantities
as recom594
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and n, = f 't,/r (the surface roughness Is here taken to be
mended by Buckingham)
given by the Chezy forrnula, so that h = 3/4, and this parameter relates the surface
roughncss to the duration and intensity of the rainfall).
equation can be written
Pi theorem, the dimensionless
8. By thc Buckingham
in the form

Q
rL

/1• = — = Gino
side. n, is the only
On the right-hand
tiating with respect to time, gives

parameter

The peak discharge
the peak discharge.
the form

0

= 07 i.e. when aG/an,
is when
to another
But this is equivalent
= f(n,,

Equation

(2)

, ny,
113

= 0, and t = tp, the timc of
dimensionless

statement

of
(3)

116, IS7)

(I) also gives

Qp/r1.. — G(tift,,
where Qp is the peak discharge.
from
Hence, substituting
9.
the form

,

n,, it 3 ny, n6, n,)

equation

(3) in equation

n,, n 3. n6, n,)

QpIrL =

41

t Differen-

t, an,

dt

On,

the time

involving

_I aG

1 0 = OG dn, =

rt.

(I)

112• llx, ils i ne. lid

(4) gives an equation

(4)

of

(51

The formulae given by equations (3) and (5) are used as the basis for the numerical
is given a run-in time before the start of the
simulation
results. Each computer
rainfall. After this time, the baseflow Q„ is changing only very slowly, and thc rise
flow to plot. The figures presenting the
in flow (Q, — Q6) is taken as the significant
results are described in §1; 15 22.
PI
10. There appears to have been little specific reference to the Buckingham
are the papers of Wong° and
exceptions
methodology:
theorem in hydrological
Gowda and Lock', but these are not relevant to the problem in hand. Woolhiser
forms for the
in non-dimensional
set the Saint Venant equations
and Liggett"
is extended by Morris and
and this approach
rising surface flow hydrograph.
rather than a
papers make use of a partially,
`' Many hydrological
Woolhiser
et al.," for example, propose the
setting. Skempton
nun-dimensional
completely,
level to the total quantity of
ratio of the 'storm response' change in groundwater
using
parameter for a site, and Oakes and Wilkinson:I
rainfall as a characteristic
modelled data, address the problem of natural and pumped regimes in the saturatnumbers.
groupings to reduce parameter
ed zone, using dimensionless

()thulium of nurdelled data
Subsurface hdlslope
II.

nature, is modelled using
flow, of variably saturated
and is solved by a twoconsiderations,
Law and mass conservation
Darcy's
method. Surface runoff on hillslopes, whether
finite-element
Galerkin
dimensional
by a oneexcess, is modelled
excess or from saturation
derived from infiltration
finite difference
solved by a four-point
wave formulation,
kinematic
dimensional
595
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scheme These features are combined
in the Institute
of Hydrology
Distributed
Model, and further details are available in, for example, Beven et
Calver and
Wood,13 and Wood and Calm:"
reference to particular
details will be made later
in this Paper.
12. It is self-evident
that, in expressing results of runoff simulations
in terms of
non-dimensional
parameter
groupings,
a single result may be achieved from a
variety of combinations
of physical parameters. As the modelling
requires numerical rather than analytical
solution
because of the complexity
of conditions,
it is
important
to check the discretization
of the problem in its effect on the degree of
scatter of results achieved from different but non-dimensionally
similar parameter
groupings.
Aspects of the discretization
into quadrilateral
elements used in the
subsurface
part of the model have been investigated
previously
(Cal ver and
WoodI3). For the establishment
of discharge estimation
curves for interpolation,
it
is considered necessary, in order to avoid the scatter, to use the comparatively
high
cpu (central processing unit) times of vertical to horizontal
element size ratio of
I : I and a length of 0-5 m. In a number of contexts. an element aspect ratio of
up to
I :20 may be appropriate,
but it can lead to differences in results depending on the
10°'

t

o '

•

s

as

as

7

10 7

77,7

'

.

10'

rye

io'

10'

Fig. I. Peak discharges and causal variables. For parameter details, see text ;
spatially constant initial condition.
Tlw letter .s beside a data paint indicates that discharge includes Naturation-excess
overland flow in addition to subsurface flow
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parameter grouping

used. Calver and Wood"
note that 80% of discharge results
using a 1:20 ratio were within
+ 103' of the
t 1 discretization
results. These
considerations
are of particular
importance
when the threshold to overland flow
production
is likely to be crossed.
It is a matter of choice which parameter
set is employed in obtaining
a
result. In the present work, r is held constant al (5 mm h
I), and t, and k, are
varied. Thc numerical tests above in the context of discretization
confirm this does
not greatly affect results. However, it is important
to note that there are practical
limits on the numerical
ranges of parameter
values. For example, somc combinations
of rainfall intensity and duration
are more appropriate
physically
than
others (see, for example, the Flood studies report, vols 2 and
5,11 for the UK case;
Institution
of Engineers'
for Australia,
etc.). In the simulations
undertaken
here,
cis varied between 4 and 16 hours, and k, between 0-025 and 2.5 m h
The model is run on a Cray X-MP on which typical cpu times for
simulation of one event are in the order of 3-5 min. The run-in time of
100 modelled
hours before the introduction
of rainfall allowed the establishment
of numerical
stability and only very slowly varying hydrological
conditions.
Dimensionless presentation of results
Figures 1-4 demonstrate the presentation of hillslope discharge results for
a 500 m
0 slope, with 1-5 m of permeable material of porosity 0-4 and surface

Chézy roughness of 20 000 m"
conductivity
and water content
value functions representative
of
discharge occurs from a seepage
considered
initial conditions
are
•
to'

010
—a 1—•
—•—•
12 •10

h
The relationships
of unsaturated
hydraulic
to pressure potential
are assumed to be single
a medium textured soil."
Saturated throughflow
face above channel water level. Two commonly
used. In Figs 1 and 2, pressure potential
in thc

•— I
• —
16
10'.

a

10'

a'
hit

Fig. 2. Tinw-to-peak and causal variables.
constant initial condition

For parameter

details, see text

spatially.
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hillslope material is everywhere sct at a constant value, here —0'3 m.
In practice,
using a run-in period, this is a convenient
way of establishing
a drainage profile of
slightly wetter conditions lower in the soil profile by the time rainfall is
introduced.
In Figs 3 and 4, an elevation-related
initial condition
is specified such that the soil
is wetter not only in the lower part of a soil profile, but also lower on the
slope: i.e.
further from (he drainage divide. Specifically
in this example, pressure potential at
a point is set at one-tenth of the elevation difference between that point
and the
foot of the slope. The form of the figures is explained
below, with reference to the
processes operative in the modelling.
16. Figures I and 3 deal with peak discharges;
Figs 2 and 4 with the time of its
occurrence. The horizontal
axis in all races denotes the ratio of saturated hydraulic conductivity
(It- ly, a measure of travel rate, to the rate of water addition to the
slope (It- '). Thc vertical axes in Figs I and 3 denote the ratio of peak
discharge
above baseflow per unit width (I2t- ') to the rainfall input to unit width
of slope
(Pr
The vertical axes in Figs 2 and 4 show the ratio of time-to-peak
to duration
oferainfall.
Individual
curves are drawn for rtr/L values, i.e., total depth of rainfall
1CP

10

'

95'
k,ir

Fig. J. Peak discharges and causal variables:
elevation-related
The letter i beside a data point indicates that runoff includes
overland flow in addition to subsurface /low
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as a ratio of slope length. The indivival
segments of these curves are drawn as
straight lines between the calculated points.
P.
In Fig. I. all discharge responses involve saturated throughflow
discharge
at the foot of the slope. The three uppermost
nil.,
curves also involve overland
flow derived, in these cases, from the upward over-saturation
of the soil profile
over part of the slope and the subsequent surface routing
of that excess water.
Problems
including
overland
flow show higher (Q, — Qb)/r1, values, in cases
approaching
unity. For lower kir and higher rilL
values there is an increased
likelihood
of build-up
of soil saturation
promoting
saturation-excess
overland
flow. As kir increases, higher throughflow
discharge occurs.
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding
times-to-peak
of the Fig.! peak discharges.
A decline in time-to-peak
is seen towards
that of the time of the end of the
(constant
intensity)
rainfall as kfr increases. This minimum
time is reached at
lower k,/r for the higher 11II. cases, i.e. those promoting
some fast surface flow.
Figures 3 and 4 follow the same principles
but for the elevation-related
initial condition.
The right-hand
part of the diagram
reflects throughflow
discharge increasing with kir in a generally similar manner to Fig. 1, but without the
production
of saturation-excess
overland
flow. This is due to higher subsurface
conductivities
associated with the wetter conditions
in the lower part of the slope.
to'

0 4
10 •

•

•—

t

10°

10'

10'

10'

4,1r

Fig.

4

I. IMV.N

-

I0

-

peak

and causal aariahles:

elevation-related

initial

cemdaIon
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However, the upper part of the slope, by definition,
is considerably
drier than that
of Fig. 1, to the extent that, in some cases, the prevailing low conductivitie
s
reduce
infiltration
capacity to the degree that infiltration-excess
overland flow is produced, for the lower kir
values, promoting
greater (Q, - Q,,)/rL values. These.
however, do not approach thc contributing
areas or discharges of the saturationexcess overland flow of Fig. I.
These discharge processes are reflected in Fig. 4 where the featsires
of Fig. 2
are seen, together with somc rdt, values <I for the low kir values
which indicate
the production
of infiltration-excess
overland flow early in the storm event and the
domination
of peak discharge by this flow rather than by the later throughflow
response.
The significance of the overland flow/throughflow
division lies not only in
the magnitude and timing of discharge: it also has important
implications
for the
chemistry
of water entering the stream system and for the potential
for surface
erosion.
Figures 1-4 illustrate
the Authors'
methology
and the range of processes
covered. In the following,
the detail of two field examples is considered and the
different types of use are demonstrated.

Types of use
Field examples
Thc first example is taken from an Institute of Hydrology
experimental
catchment
in central Wales. the 0.9 km' Tanllwyth
catchment.
Runoff occurs by
way of surface and subsurface flow. In the modelling an approximation
for average
slope width is required, the slope in this case being one encircling
both sides and
the top of the stream channel. This is a convenient
approximation
for a small
catchment which has been tested before. The storm of 12 February
1976 is used as
an example event on this catchment,
approximated
by constant intensity rainfall
relevant to that producing
a peak flow: i.e. not including the tail of the storm. The
measured rainfall
and runoff
for this event are given in Calver
" who also
describes runoff rnodclling
in the catchment. The data for the catchment and for
this storm are as follows: r = 0-00435 m h
r,
12 h, w = 2100 m. L
800 m,
D = 1.5 m, wQ„ = 0-05
s
kir = 2304',,„=
-0-1m.
A plot in the format of Figs I and 3, namely of (Q.Qb)1.1. against kir.
can bc used in a number of ways. If, for example, it is assumed that
all physical
parameters are known (or have been obtained by optimization),
the plot can be
used to give peak flow above baseflow for any storm. For the 12
February
1976,
event (Q. - QdIrL is interpolated
as 0-71 and hence wQ,,, is estimated
at 1-49
the observed peak for the catchment is 1.71 m' s- .
Thc second field example is that of discharge from a hillslopc with
pseudogley soils developed on Kamer Marl near Larochette, Luxembourg.
(This area is a
site of field measurements
and modelling
of runoff generation
by the Institute of
Hydrology
and the University
of Amsterdam.)
Here there are three distinct soil
horizons
of different
material
properties,
the uppermost
of which.
the A Eh
horizon,
is known to have varying
hydraulic
conductivity
over time. between
approximately
02 and 1-8 rn h
resulting from annual cycles of physical and
biological
proccsscs Thc slope and event data are as follows: r = 0-002 nih
= 5 h w = 40 m: I. = 100 m; D(total) = 036 m. D(AEh
horizon) = 0 09 m:
wQ,, = 1.2 x 10'3
m s 4gauged),
Q„ = 0 (i.e. flow is intermittent).
ib,,(A Eh
horizon)
= -1-3 m.11",„(clsewhere) = depth below AEh horizon.
600
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Using a (Qp — Qd/rL against kir plot, for known paramete
r values except
the AEh conductivity,
for the measured runoff event of 20 October
1988, an
effective 8, value of this event of 0-4 m h -1 is derived.
General use
It will be apparent,
therefore, that, if the numerical
values of physical
variables relevant to a problem are known, the types
of dimensionless
nomograph derived here can be used for the quick estimation
of event runoff, either for
a particular
event of interest or for a design storm.
It is frequently
the case that discharge has been measured but uncertaint
y
exists over the value of a particular
parameter;
hydraulic
conductivity
is a
common example. Thc nomographs
can be used to determine
the operative value
of the parameter.
Confidence
is increased by the convergence
on a particular
numerical
value of a constant
parameter
from the separate consideration
of a
number of events.
This parameter
optimization
procedure
occurs commonly
at the earlier
stages of model fitting, before predictive
mode usc. The Plynlimon
example of
predictive
use (above) had previously
undergone
optimization
of a number of
parameter values:
The detail of presentation
of discharge results by the general method given
here may be tailored to specific needs. For example,
if porosity
variability
is an
important
element, this can be included as a variable rather than
as a constant;
similarly
with surface roughness. If further detail of the rainfall
distribution
is
considered important,
a two-parameter
triangular
or normal distribution
can be
incorporated.
For the purposes of the analyses described here, it is
considered
important
to have a minimum of two parameters for rainfall descriptio
n.

Conclusions
This Paper has demonstrated
the expression of slope discharge results in
relation to causal variables in a concise and non-dimensional
manner based on the
Buckingham
ri theorem. The hydrological
processes covered are saturated and
unsaturated
throughflow.
and overland flow caused by infiltration-excess
and/or
saturation-excess.
This demonstration
has used modelled data from numerical
solutions of
standard surface and subsurface flow equations. The
method is, however, appropriate to, and may prove useful for, data derived from
other sources, whether
measured or modelled.
Thc type of nomographs
derived can be used for estimation
in a straightforward manner in both parameter-optimazation
mode and discharge-prediction
mode, as illustrated
by the field examples described.
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